








PREFACE

The research described in this report was carried out in the
context of an overall proiect at the F~deral Railroad
!dministcation to provide a technical basis for the iaprovement
of rail transportation service, eff iciency, and producti vi ty.
The proiect was sponsored by the O£fice of Research and
Development, Office of Freight Systems.

?his report is the third aQd final voluae documenting studies
relatinq to fuel consumption in rail freight service. Volume I
(Seport No. FRA-OP&D-75-74.I) applied a simplfied physical

model to a variety of rail transp~rtation services, with the
primary obiectives of estimating sensi tivi t y of fual
consumption to operatinq and equipment parameters. Volume II
(Report No. FPA-OR&D-75-74.II) , presented measured fuel
consumption data for a wide ranqe of freight trains operating
under a variety of circumstances. This document, Volume III,
presents a comparison of these experimental measurements to
computer simulations usinq a relatively sophisticated train
performance calculator originallY developed by the Missouri
Pacific Railroad and extensively modified by TSC.

!he overall analysis and comparison has been the responsibility
of J. Hopkins. M. Hazel has directed development of the
COlfilJutec simulation and its use. A maior portion of the actual
simulations have heen run bv T. McGrath. The authors wish to
express their qreat appreciation to MS. K. Keefe, who had
responsibility Eor mu~h of the early data reduction and
analysis. It is dPpropriate to indicate aqain our gratitUde to
P. ~. Newfell of TSC, and to the numerous individuals within
the cailroad industry, listed in the preface to Volume II, who
contributed so qreatly to the measurement effort which made ~he

comparisons possible.
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1. INTBODUCrrON

1.1 Background

Railroads long ago recognized the need to be able to

estimate the freight SerVice operating schedules which wonta

result from alternative power (locollotive) assignment policies,

train sizes, spee1 limits, etc, on specific routes.

Physically, the proble. is well defined and amenable to

relatively simple analysis: calculation of the movement of a

II~SS (the train) moving under the influence of a small number

of for~es (tr3ctive effort, gravity, rolling resistance,

aerolvnamic drag, etc). This computation can be made within a

wide r~nqe of levels of sophistication. In recent years the

widespread avai13bility of high-speed digital cOllputers has

encouraqed m3ny in t~e railroad industry to develop detailed

computer proqrams to carry out the necessary calculations. In

qener31, the input 1at3 includes (as a minillum) specification

of train weight and motive power, track grade, speed liaits,

and stops. An equation is forllulated Which expresses the total

resistance force acting on the train, several elements of whi=h

are fun~tions of train speed. Tractive effort (also depenaent

on spee1) is assumed to be applied to the lIaxiaua amount

available at any time the train is aoving beloW the speea

limit, unless a speed reduction is imainent. Braking is

a~commodated bv an assulled available braking effort, a specified
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.axiau. deceleration rate, or a .ore co.plicated si.ulation of

a real braking syate.. ~be prograa aaat in soae fasbion look

ahead to deteraine when deceleration aast begin in order to

avoid exceeding any speed liait: this is • fundaaental

requireaent. ~dhesion liaits should also be incorporated. In

oper3tion, one applies lewtoD's first law (net force equals

8aSS tiaes ac:eleratlont to deteraine tbe cbange in tbe train's

position and velocity for a saall increaent of tiae or

dist3nce. R~sultin~ nev values of all variables are

calculated, and this process is continued antil the destination

is reached.

The customary functions of such Train Perforaan=e

Calculator (TPC) computer prograas bave been related to running

time and the 3bility of trains of specified paver and veiqht to

ascend the rulinq ~ra3e of a route. ~ore recently, fuel

consumption has taken on increased i.portance, so that it bas

become 3esir!ble that the model inclUde a good representation

of locomotive fuel rate and efficiency. The high degree of

random variability in normal freight operations often renders

hi~h pre:ision in a siaulation unnecessary. ~oreover, the

input "data ne:essary for hiqh accuracy (such as vind direction

and velo:ity for the entire route) rarely exists. Co.monly,

TPC'5 have been used as estimation tools, and for evaluation of

the sensitivity of schedules to variations of particular
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para~eters. one finds virtually no pUblished documentation

concerning the absolu~e accuracy of these models, although

their wiiespread usage suggests an adequate perforaance level.

Recent interes~ in high-speed passenger ~rains (velocities

well ab~ve 100 ~PH) has also spawned a number of TP:'s

constructed around this application. These have usuallY

3sph~sized calculation of running time and/or ener~y

consuaption, and generally treat ~he train as an entity defined

by a single resistan~e equation, with a fixed decelera~ion ra~e

for brakinq. Here, too, ~here has been little attempt at

ri~vrous validation of the simulations.

Virtually all such siaula~ions, for both freight and

passenger service applications, are proprie~arY and relatively

undo=umented, in terms of structure and algorithms as well as

procedures for use. Tvpically, each has been developed to meet

particular situations and needs, so that flexibili~y, detail,

and form of output may not be suitable to o~her applications.

~he type of input data and format required generally differs

widely among TPC's, so that track data, for example, is seldoa

readily transferable. Thus, when in 1974 the Offi=e of

Research and Development of the Federal Railroad ~dministration

(FF.~) commissioned the Transportation Systems :enter (TS:) to

~Kplore a virietv of rail fuel consumption questions, the
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initial studies were based on simple and very general

analytical models. These assu.ed steady-state operation only,

and iid not include a capability for route-specific si.ulation.

R2sults of this phase of the research have previously been

docu.ented in Volume I of this report(1). However, these

initial findings made clear the desirability of baYing

available a general-purpose simulation which could be used for

a variety of applications. A highly sophisticated TPC was

purchased from the ~issouri Pacific Railroad and later modified

substantially at TS: to provide for the wider range of

Departmental nee3s, to increase the flexibility of its use, and

t~ provide alternative forms of output. The resulting computer

proqram will here be referred to as the TSC Train Perforaance

Simulator, or TPS.

1.2 Obiective

In order to increase the value and utility of the TPS, and

to assess the confidence with which this tool could be applied

to various sUb;ects, it was judged appropriate to carry out

specific comparison of computer results with actual operational

data. The basic ob1ective of the research reported here has

been to determine the basic validity of the TPS and the degree

of accuracy it can proviie, particularly with respect to fuel

c~nsumption. Given the qreat siailarity at the heart of alaost
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all !PC's, and the relatively sophisticated nature of the

such results also provide a good aeasure of tae

limitations on the accuracy of any TPC.

TPS,

basic

As a second major obiective, this research is intended to

aake possible a calibration or "fine tuninq" of the TPS,

particularly with respect to resistance equations. The basic

goal is to make a judgement as to which of the common forms of

train resistance equation are preferable for performance

simulation, an1, within the limitations of available

information, to develop appropriate modifications.

1.3 ApPI:oach

:oncurrentlv with the refineaent and elaboration of the

T?S, ~SC made arrangeaents with several railroads to obtain

fu?l ~onsumption data for noraal freight operations in a

variety of categories. In each case this vas a cooperative

en~eavor, usuallY involving installation of fuel meters on

locomotives, and in some cases, use of a test car. The

measurements are described in detail in Volume II of this

r~port (2) • Results of these Projects were then compared to

simulations of the same runs.
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- There are tvo basic ~ypes of infor.a~ion one generally

seeks vi~h a !PC: running ~i.es and fuel usage. If one knows

~he intended speed profile -- speed li.its, stops, etc. -- and

the train is not sUb1ected to unexpected delaTs or slov~owns,

or strong and ill-defined winds, running times can nor.ally be

calculated relatively easily, and with considerable accuracy.

Ex=ept for trains operating at low po.er-~o-weight ratios, the

results will even be relatively independent of the particular

form of train resis~ance equations used. However, the

situation is someWhat .ore co.plex with resPect to energy

osage. If a locomotive is at full throttle rather than

3/4-throttle when trayelling at the specified speed limit, this

will make a substantial difference in fuel consu.ed. Further,

in nor.al freight operations -- either prospective or in the

past -- one seldom has a precise representation of the actual

speel profile. (Correlation of loco.otive speed recorder

tapes, when available, with track charts is a highly

labor-intensive undertaking.) Thus, it is of interest to

deter.ine to what degree variations of speed (as well as

locomotive engineer, weather, .alfunctions, et=.) will effect

computer esti.ation of fuel usage under realistic operating

conditions.

6



2. raE TSC TRAIN PERFORMANCE SIMULATOB

The purpose of a Train Perforaance·· Calculator is to

predict or replicate the aoYe_ent of a train along a giyen

tr~ck. rhe results of such a proqraa are contained in tables

or graphs that show the speed, time, distance, energy or fuel

consumption, and throttle positions as the train moves along

the route. ~djitional information about the route, such as

grades, curves, mileposts, and speed limits may also be shown.

Tvpic~l uses of a TP~ in scheduling include determining the

open tinq time over a stated route for a train, the aotive

p:>ver necessary to make a run in a given allount of time, the

effe:::t of chanqinq the number of locomotive units, an~ the

effect of v'irvinq the tonnaqe of the train. Additional uses

can be to show tile effect of a track relocation or

reconstruction (Which eliminates or reduces grades or carves.

upon the operatinq speeds, motive pover requirements, and

enerqv :;onsulRPtion: t~ compare the operational problems

presented bV various proposals for a new line; and to

determine the effect of eliainating or introducing a speed

restriction or station stop. Other railroad applications aay

be to letermine tonnaqe ratings for a route, based on a train

operatinq over the rulinq grade at a specified minimu_ speed,

and to compare runs over different routes. This SUbject is

discussed briefly in this section. ! aore lengthy treatment

will be found in Reference (3).

7



2.1 3eneral :haracteristics of a TPC

2.1.1 Input Require.ents

In order to simulate the running of a train the TPC needs

information about the route and about the ·train. Route data

vill be discussed first.

The TPC must have a description of the track over vhich to

run the train. A set ~f values describing the characteristics

of a point on the track constitutes one record of track data.

r 1roup ~f records, usually beginning at one station and ending

at ~nother (not necessarily the next), constitutes a route

seqment. The !PC vill link together a nuaber of SUCh segaents

and run a train vith or vithout stops from one end to the

other. Typicallv, a record is required where speed liaits

change, at every significant chanqe in gradient, and (to the

deqree practical) at the beginning and end of every curve. A

record is also needed for each significant station, junction,

or inspe~tion stop.

When the route has been described, information about the

train is needed in order to ~un it over the route. The car

weight and number of axles determine the resistance from

fri=tion in the bearinqs and flanges and from rolling contact.

: 3. r 1 enqth is needed to determine where each part of the train

is at any point in time. The locoaotive characteristics

8



requirej include weight. length. nu.ber of axles. tractive

effort capabilities. transmission efficiency. and the fUel or

energy rates both idling (e. q. gallons per minute) and

runninq (e. q. gallons per horsepower-bour). The number of

10coaotives beinq used must also be stated. Given the above

inf~r.ation. the TPC can run the train over the route.

However, one may wish to provide for variations from tbe normal

operating conditions (those inherent in the track/route data) •

such as startinq time. alterations to the route (grades.

curves. etc.). more or fever stops and different stop times.

temporary changes in speed 1i.its. chanqes in consist

(locomotives and/or cars) at stops enroute. and variation in

adhesion ratio. Modification of resistance characteristi=s to

account for unusual cars or locomotives is also possible.

9



2.1.2 Basic "odel (Algorithas)

The basic matheaatical aodel for operation of tke train is

base~ on siaple Newtonian laws of .otion. ~he forces inY01Y8d

are those due to train resistance, 10co.otiYe tractive effort,

and braking.

Tr!in resistance is made up of a no.ber of co.ponents.

When viewed in terms of the underlying physical causes, each is

complex to describe, and is generally dependendent opon a

number of parameters, including velocity. Por purposes of

analysis and simUlation, four terms can be identified

rolling, bearinq, and flange friction, and aerodynamic drag

and the followinq siaplifyinq assumptions are generally .ade:

1. Follinq fri~tion resistance is proportional to
the weiqht and independent of velocity.

2. Bearinq fri~tion resistance is proportional to
the number of axles but independent of weight and
velo~itv.

3. Flange friction resistance is proportional to
weight and velocity.

4. ~eroivnamic resistance is a function of size and
shape and is proportional to the square of the
velocity but iniependent of the weight.

10



The train resistance due to qradients and curvature can be

addei conveniently to the resistances listed above. Both are

indepen1ent of velocity but proportional to weight and to the

gradient or deqree of curvatureo The basic equation used for

train resistance was formulated in the 1920's by W. J.

DiVis(4). Expressed in pounds of force. the resistance of a

sinqle rail car is

B : F*W + 20*g*W + .8*c*W + b*n + f*W*V + K*(V**2)

where

b is the bearing friction coefficient
c is the curvature in degrees
f is the flanqe friction coefficient
F :.s the rollin:J f ricti on coeff icient
q is tha qradient in percent
K is the air r2sistance coefficient
n is the number of axles
V is the velocity in ailes per hour
W is the car weight in tons

* indicates multiplication
** indi=atas exponentiation

The power require1 to overcome this force will be

proportional to the product of the force and the velocity.

'rhE'retore. the locomotive horsepower required at hiqh speea

will ~e approximately proportional to the cube of the velocity.

11



GaYis determinea coefficient yalues which were considerei

accurate for the rolling stock of his day. !ore recent tests

h~ve supporte~ the use of alternatiYe coefficients which are

often Used (5): these are presented later in this report. ~n

extensive examinltion of this sUbject has recently been carried

out for FRA by MITRE Corp. (6)

Trlctive effort is the force which a locomotive exerts at

the irivinq wheels to move itself and its trailing consist. It

is limited by the pover available from the traction motors, by

the velocity, and by the adhesion characteristics of the

wheel-r~il interface. For a qiven locomotive horsepower, a

typical tractivp. effort curve is a hyperbola of the general

forll

!'E = 375*E*HP/V

~ is an efficiency factor
HP is the l~comotive horsepower
v is the velocity in ailes per hour
TE is the tractive effort in pounds

When the train needs to be slowed because of a speed

restriction or station stop, brakes are applied. This results

in a retardinq force at the wheel-rail interface (for all

locomotives and cars in the train) Which is adhesion limite!

but which acts as an additional resisting force. The force

applied is a function of brake system para.eters, tille,

velocity, and weiqht of lading.

/ 12
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If the forces dUe to train resistance, tractive effort,

~nd braking are in balance, the velocity will remain constant;

otherwise there will be an acceleration (or deceleratiQn~

resultinq from the familiar P=m*a of Newton. The acceleration

will thus be equal to the algebraic sua of the forces dividei

by the mass of the train.

2.1.3 Output

Since a TPC may be used for different purposes g the output

contant and format should flexible. Some users might neei only

a timetable listinq, others may want merely the total running

time. Jther possibilities are instantaneous speed at every

t~m~ or distance interval, averaqe speed for the whole run.

6cawb~r pull, acceleration, throttle notch settings, and brake

application or release. Users interested in energy consumption

may want in=remental energy used at every time or distan=e

interval or iust the total for the run, expressed as

kilowatt-hours or qallons of fuel or even in terms of cost in

dollars.

13



Obviously all these data cannot be presented in a single

f~rmat which viII be useful and convenient for everyone.

Therefore a TPC should offer a variety of alternative outputs

differinq in deqrees of complexity and vhich can be specifiaa

simply.

2.2 Details of the TSC simulation

II TPC can be desJqned with any degree of sophistica tion,

depending upon the form and accuracy of the input data and the

desired application. The TSC TPS (3) is a relatively complex

ex~mple. It incorporates all of the characteristics described

above. In ~d1ition, a nuaber of other features are included

vhich increase its usef ulness. It has bUilt-in (default)

v~lues for almost every relevant parameter, includinq the

complete specification of a train. (That is, if no train

specifications are provided by the user, the computer viII run

a freight train pulled by three GP-3S's and consisting of 40

loaded cars and 29 empties, all 50 feet long, with 3684 gross

trailing tons.) Jne computer run, called a "jobn , can run up to

99 different trains over a route, with changes enroute to the

tcack data and train consist.·

14



Tra~k data may be read either fro. a previously prepared

(librarv) file or from the input data. stops, dwell times,

curv~ture, gradients, and speed limits can be readily changed

from tne value specified in the library data file for a given

train and will be restored automatically for the next train.

The train can be .a~e to start and end its run VirtuallY

anywhere along the specified route.

Conventional freight or passenger trains with up to nine

diesel or electric locomotives and as many cars as desired can

be accommodated. Multiple-unit passenger trains may have up to

18 cars, any number of which may be powered. Data is

~aintained in a TPS library file for virtually all commonly

used standarJ locomotives, including complete characterization

of the tractive effort curves. Non-standard locomotives may be

specifieJ easily. (The standard tractive effort curve for each

lo~omotive will be computed by the TPS unless an indicator is

provide~ with the lOComotive data, which allows f~r

non-standard tractive effort data to be prOVided as a simple

list of tractive effort values at increments of one mile per

hour. )

15



Freiqht car consists can be specified in a variety of

different ways, such as provision of detailed data on each car,

specification of only total trailing weight and number of cars,

etc. The TPS will provide default .alues as necessary.

P~ssenqer train consists can also easily be specified. ~

simple code indicates conventional power or aultiple-unit

operation. The locomotives, if conventional, are specified as

f~r 1 freiqht train, and the nuaber of passenger cars and their

weight, lenqth, and number of axles are given. !ny standard

resistance coefficients may be overridden if desired.

The five train resistance equations which follow have been

proqrammed in the TPS for user selection. The default equation

is that of Davis as modified by Tuthill (7) ; any of the others

may be specified. The gradient and curvature terms are

i1entical for each equation and are omitted.

In these equations:

L is the car length in feet
n is the number of axles
P is resistance of a single car in ponnds
V is the velocity in miles per hour
W is the car weight in tons

* indicates multiplication
** indicates exponentiation

16



i. Davis, optionally modified by Tuthill above 40 .ph.

R = 1.3*W + 29*n + .04S*W*V + .045*(V**2)

2. "Canadian National"t.

R = 0.6*W + 20*n + .01*W*V + .07*(V**2)

3. "Canadian National - Erie Lackawanna" for TOFCtt

R = 0.6*W + 20*n + .01*w*V + .20*(V**2)

4. Totten streamlined passenger(8).

R = 1.3*W + 29*n + .04S*W*V
+ r. 0005+. 060725* (1/100) ** (. 88) 1* (V**2)

5. Totten non-streamlined passenger.

P = 1.3*w + 29*0 + .045*w*v
.. f.0005".1085*(1/100)**(.7) ]*(V**2)

~lternativelv. the user may specify individual

coefficients for the locomotive consist or the train consist or

f~r each unit in each consist, in essence generating custom

resistance equations. To suggest the relationship of these

equ~tions. the first three are plotted in Figure 2-1 for a

7S-ton car weiqht. (The normal weight for a fully loaded TTX

car for Which the CN-EL aguation is used is somewhat higher

than this.)

trhis equation is often referrred to as "modified Davis".

ttThe coefficient of the V-square tera is .20, reflecting the
pr~qram as originally received from the Missouri Pacific;
conventionallva coefficient of .16 is used.
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For improved accuracy in rollinq terrain. the train is

"blo=ke1". That is. the trailinq consist is divided a.ong up

to 25 blocks of cars. Each block is considered as an

indepen~ent point mass upon which the train forces act. In the

model these m~sses are considered to be separated by spacings

consistent with the car lengths. This is particUlarly

siqnificant in lonq trains where part of the train aay be

ascending While another part is descending. The length of the

entire train is ieter.ined and no acceleration is permitted

until tha last car has left a speed-restricted zone.

~ simplified explanation of the basic iterative procedure

is as follows. The TPS compares the present train speed to the

speei limit. If below the limit. all tractive effort available

will be applied, sub;ect to the limit of adhesion specified.

The velocity will be incremented (normally by 1 ~PH) and the

time and listance to achieve that velocity change will be

calculated. If the train is already at the speed limit. then

the distance is increased by 528 feet (1/10-mile) and the new

time is calculated. In this case the tractive effort is taken

as equal to the train resistance, with power and fuel usage

calcuiated accor~inqly.
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The TPS looks ahead in th~ track data (scanning up to 30

track data records) for stops and speed liait reductions and

calculates in advance the distance required for braking. When

that point is reachea, the brakes are applied. Brake pipe

propaqation time and the variation of brake shoe friction

coefficient vith speed are both taken into consideration. ~

norm~l service brake application is assuaed. When deceleration

is called for, the velocity vill be decremented, and the tiae

and distance to aChieve the change vill be calculated as for

acceleration, based upon the available braking effort.

The model requires the train to atteapt to accelerate to

the speed limit WheneVer pOSSible, and to run at that spee1.

The user can moaify the speed limits contained in the basic

track data at viII anywhere along the track vhere there is a

data record. The TpS can simulate speeds up to 200 mph.

c~ution is advised, however, in interpreting results of runs at

OVer 80 MPH, due to the greater uncertainties in train

resistance at the hiqher speeds.
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The user has a choi=e of summary or Detail printout. The

Summary Printout contains a line only at stations along the

route and includes on1v location, tiae, speed, and ener~y

information. The Detail Printout contains a line every time

the speed changes by one mile per hour or the distance is

incremented by one .ile. In addition to the same types of

information as are found in the Summary Printout, a Detail

Printout gives drawbar pull, throttle notch, and acceleration.

Both printouts provide a complete description of the train

(lenqth, weight, horsepower, resistance coefficients, etc.) at

the beginning and both qive a Run Summary (total time, energy,

and average speed) and a timetable at the end. A Throttle

position Summary and a Velocity Range summary are available as

options. as is a data file consisting of values at each

iterative step which can be used later by another computer

pro~ram to plot graphs of speed, speed limit, energy,

elevations, grades, or =urvature against time or distance.
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3. LI~ITATIONS ON THE COftPARISON PROCESS

3.1 Introduction

In the real world of railroad operations, both simulation

aod measurements are prey to a high degree of variability and

uncertainty in almost all aspects. An awareness of thes~

consi~erations is essential to proper evaluation and use of

simulation tools. In this section a wide range of these

elements viII be identified and SUbdivided somewhat arbitrarilY

into: .easurem~nt limitations, constraints inherent to

simulation of train movements, lack or ambiguity of data

re~uire1 by the computer model, and elements not yet

implemented in the TPS. Section 5 of this report includes a

number of simple analyses intended to facilitate estimation of

the relevance ~nd impact of these constraints in particular

situations.

3.2 Limitations Associated with the Measurements

In most cases, the ability to measure and characterize

operation of a freiqht train over a specific route will be

limited in a variety of vays. At the most basic level, certain

key parameters, such as train weight, may not be known to hiJh

accuracy. Fuel consumption data can be obtained at frequent

intervals only if met~rs are installed on eaCh locomotive and
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are read throughout the run. Just as different motor vehicle

opera tors h~ve a variety of driving styles~ different

loco.otive enqineers may achieve significantly different fuel

efficiencY unier apparentlY eguivalent circu.stances~ and since

crews seldom operate a train .ore than 200 .iles~ a nu.ber of

engineers will be involved in a lengthy run.

In practice, speed profiles tend to be far from the

relatively constant value one .ight expect. Figure 3-1 shows a

-
graph of the speed (measured at one mile increments) of a

fceiqht train t~avellinq from winslow~ Arizona to Barst~w~

california. The causes of the many marked variations can be

numerous -- curves, lrades~ tr~in dyna.ics~ local speed li.its~

slow orders, traffic, etc. -- but the effect is such as to

preclUde precise recording, Prediction or simulation.

The very marked composite effect of these many factors is

clearly seen in the measurement results reported in Volume II

(1?eference 2) • one finds a variability approaching

plus-or-minus 20% within each of the several test series for

qross ton-miles per qallon.
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3.? limitations Associated with the Si_ulation

3.3.1 3eneral Comments

~ number of practical and theoretical constraints upon

triin performance simulation limit the ultimate accuracy which

may be expected. Host of these are small. and in most cases

the total impact can be expected to be relatively

insilnificant. However. it is to factors such as these that

one must attribute the occasional marked differences between

simulation and reality which do occur. Train resistance

equations and vind effects are the most noteworthy

uncertainties, but any TPC user should also be aware of the

mlnv other possible sour=es of error. These constraints can be

divided, with some overlap. into three basic categories. One

must assume values for certain basic data Which could. in a

particular case. be somewhat in error. Other constraints are

associated with aspects of train operation vhicB are

sufficiently arbitrary and variable to preclude meaningful

analytical modelinq. In a few areas. a somewhat more rigorous

approach is possible than is now embodied in the TSC TPS.

althouqh the effects of potential refinements are clearly very

small. !ll of these considerations are addressed below.
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3.3.2 uncertainties in Basic Data

The aa10r uncertainty e.bodied in any train performan=e

simulation lies in the selection of the resistance equation

from which the total force required to .ove a train at a

specified spee~ is calculated. The forms commonly used

(Se=tion 2.2) are based on a si.ple physical model and data

c~llacted at least a decade aqo for specific rollinq stock.

The alternative formulations qive siqnificantly different

resul ts for nomi.nall y equivalent situations. At higher speeis

the problem is intensified due to the qreater significance of

aerodynamic forces which are complicated and not well

und.erstood. The specific order and type of cars in the consist

must be known for a truly accurate formulation of aerodynamic

resistance. It is probable that track and sUbstructure

cond.itions also affect the train resistance. Rail and

lubricant teaperatures and the types of bearing and bearing

seals used presumably have sose impact, possibly of the order

of a few per=ent. All of these factors and others are

considered in detail in reference (6), wmich conVincinglY

do=uments both the complexity and the quantitative uncertainty

surroundinq this area. However, each factor tends to draw one

further into an abstract and academic perspective whiCh is of

limited relev~n=e to most practical si.ulation activities.
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For most of the cases simulated, track curvature data were

either not available or would have required excessive labor to

utilize. These computer runs therefore are qenerally based

consiJeration of the impact of this parameter

fuel consumption was un derestimated by 4%

upon an assumption of zero curvature. Previous TSC

indicated that

to 10% in the

simulation of low-speed trains QPeratinq on eastern routes with

relatively frequent and substantial curves. A brief analysis

of the probable impact for the western routes used in this

study can be found in Section 5.8.

3.3.3 Elements Not Susceptible to Modelinq

The effect of wind (its direction and velocity) can be

substantial, but is virtually impossible to model in a truly

satifactory manner. A quarterinq wind, wrrich interacts

stronqly with the inter-car spaces, can have an effect eVen

qreater than that of a headwind. However, since a train will

often be d mile or more in lenqth. and may be in a reg:ion of

substantial track Gurvature. the wind effects may even differ

over the lenqth of the train at any qiven moment. Furthermore

oue· would have to accumulate very precise track curvature data

to relate instantaneous direction of the train to the

(presumably constant) wind direction. Track data of sufficient

precision dnd letail is extremely unlikely to be available.

(Track cha.Lts often liive only maqnitude :>f
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curv~ture.) Suc~essful incorporation of a

would almost ~ertainlv require development of

from U. S. Geological Survey maps, a very

undertaking.

this refinement

necessary data

labor intensive

The efficiency of the conversion of diesel fuel to

tractive effort dePends on factors such as locoaotive

condition, temperature, altitude or baroaetric pressure, and

the particular fuel used. There is no practical way to

incorporate these factors intO a simulation, since necessary

data would rarely be available. Another inherent difficulty is

the ambiguity in the manner in which a train aav be operated.

F~r example, use of dynamic braking rather than train air

brakes, or power braking (applvinq train brakes ~nd locomotive

power simult~neouslv to keep the train stretched) COUld, in

prin~ipal, be lIodeled, but there would be no assurance that any

actual train matched the algorithm used.

similarly, in the simUlations, the TPS attempts to hold

the train to a constant velocity. In mountainous regions,

particularly if curves are aoderate or entirely absent, an

enqineer might be expected to allow the train to accelerate

(under gravity) on downgrades, possibly even slightly exceeding

speed limits for some track segments. This would bUild up

kinetic energy which could then be "spent" on a SUbsequent
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ascent, at the expense of speed, vhich aight be alloved to drop

signifi~antlV. If this were the case, the TPS calculations

vould shov somevhat higher fuel consumption than wOUld be

measured. This topic is addressed in Section 5.7. por level

terrain the constant simulated speed profile vill lead to

prediction of a more efficient operation than actually occurs

if there are significant speed variations.

The standard diesel-electric locomotive operates only in

eight discrete pover settings (throttle "notches"), whereas

simulators normally assume a continuous range of pover to be

available. If eighth-notch on a particular track gives a speed

of 65 MPH, and seventh-notch gives 55 MPH, the means by which

the engineer deals with a speed restriction of 60 MPH becomes

somewhat arbitrary, and any algoritha used in a computer could

be at odjs with normal practice.

whether one sees these kinds of difficulties as

shortcomings of the simulation or as inadequacies in the data,

they inherently limit, to some degree, the accuracY one could

expe~t from a computer .~del. The effect viII be small in most

situations. but could be significant for special circumstances

of terrain or operating practices.
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3.3.4 Blements Not Nov ~odeled in the TPS

Several refinements are planned for incorporation into the

TPS, but have not yet been iaplemented. At present, neither

dynamic nor power brakin1 is si.ula~ed by the TPS. During

brakinq, the fuel rate is assumed to be that associated with

idlinq (tvpic~llv 5 to 6 gallons per hour). If locomotive

pow~r is applied during braking, or if dynamic brakes are used,

the actu~l fuel rate could be several times this value. P~r

example. the r~te in dynamic is 25 gallons per hour for an

5D-45. or 100 gallons per hour for a four-locomotive consist.

In mountainous terrain this could produce errors in fuel

consumption in the range of 2% to 41 for typical runs, and

SUbstantially more under certain =ircumstances. Approximate

manual correction for this factor is possible, since the TPS

computes total hours of braking. This will be discussed in

Se~tion 4.6.

lo~omotive pover transmission efficiency is taken as a

const~nt (82~ is the nominal value), whereas it might more

properly he represented as a function of instantaneous pover

and p~ssiblv speed. The basic efficiency of conversion of fuel

to motive POWer, or fuel rate (gallons per horsepower-bour) is

also specified as a constant for each locomotive. It would be

m~re precise to represent this, too, as a function of

instantaneous power. The effect of these factors is, however,
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quite small in most line haul apPlications, since 80St of the

fuel is then consuaei at relatively high power leVelS and

aoderate or hi~h speeds. This correction has principal

relevance to low-speed, low-power situations, such as

hranchline service.

Another factor which should more properly be seen as a

function of speea is wheel-rail adhesion. However, this

correction is also of limited relevance in normal freight

operations. ~dhesion-limited situations are more likely to

occur in the medium speed ran qe where adhesion is relati vel V

constant. The qreatest impact would be expected for highlY

powered, hi~h speed passenger trains, since adhesion is

siqnificantly reduced at high velocities.
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4. SPECIFIC MEaSUBE~ENT/SI~ULATIONCOMPARISONS

4.1 General APproach

For purposes of analysis each set of measured data was

sUbdivided to the ext~nt t~at fuel and operating data would

allow. The segments thus generated ranged from less than

twenty miles (for branchline operations) to over 1000 .iles.

M~st, however, were between 100 and 300 miles. This procedure

permitted some degree of examination of variability in the

simulation proceSS. No comparison was attempted among results

for different railroads, in view of the many differences in

e~ch set of tests. Some of the measurements previously

described in Volume II were not sub;ected to comparison, due to

the rel~tively scanty information available, particUlarly with

respect to speed profile and delays.

For each seqment, simulations were prepared according to

nominal spee1 limits to the degree that these were known.

Since actual operations often differ markedly from the optimal

case defined bv these limits (some delays are almost

inevitable), th~ TpS generally computed running times

siqnificintlv shorter than those occurinq in practice. In some

c~se5, nominal speed limits were generated instead from actual

average velocities over segments or ma;or portions: agreement

W35 normally better in these cases. The next step was
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sele~tion of nominal speed limits and delay times which more

nearly approxiaated the true running tiae; usually one or two

iterations were sufficient to determine acceptable values. For

some runs this involved adjustment of the stop times associated

with enroute ~elavs; otherwise speed limits for part or all of

the seqment would be modified. In all cases, these variations

were well within a range consistent with such data as was

available. This procedure was necessitated by ambiguity in the

aeasurej situation, or by the impracticality of simUlating the

hiqhly variable actual speed profile.

The final staqe of the comparison vas based upon

computations of the ratio of TPS fuel used to actual

consumption, and variations in this paraaeter. In general,

these data were analysed in terms of the degree to which the

computej finjinqs for the selected speeds and resistan~e

equations matched the measured data. Resolts for individual

seqments as well as entire runs were compared, and variation

amonq the seqments was examined. Althouqh standard deviations

could readily be calculated, this is not a particularly

meaninqful index, since the distribution of error appears to be

distinctly non-Gaussian. As an alternative, results are

presented here in terms of the percentaqe deviation range which

includes approximately two-thirds of the data points,

representinq seqments of runs. In some respects this may be
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thouqht of as equivalent to a standard deviation, since 68.8J

of the results for a Nor.al (Gaussian) distribution will fall

within one standlrd deviation of the aean. Aqgregated findinqs

were based upon fuel-weighted averaqing; that is, ratios vere

calculated as the total computed fuel divided by total actual

consumption for the qroup of seqments or runs of interest.

In some caSes both the data and limited inforaation

con=erninq a seqment would suggest that the segment in question

was not adequ~tely characterized for meaninqful osee !ost

commonly this involved cases of traffic delays or stops which

were made to set out cars with aechanical defects, and the

resultinq switching and delay tiae vas not adequately

differentiate1 from runninq time. In such cases, overall TPS

me~surement comparisons are presented both inclUding and

excludinq the questionable segments.

4.2 Train Resistance Equations

~s indicated in section 2, the TPS offers the option of

usin~ any one of several train resistance equations for a

particul~r run. r~s ori~inally purchased from the "issouri

Pacific, the !PS :N-EL equation utilized an aerodynamic

coefficient oE .20, rather than the conventional .16. This

v~lue (.20) has been usea in lieu of any strong evidence to the
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contrary, and is i.plied wherever the CN-EL equation is

referenced in this report.] One is thus faced with the

question of which equations are best used for the various cases

to be considered. In qeneral, the ckoice is betwean the

oriqinal Davis equation and so.e fora of the 1I0dified Davis, or

":anadian National" foraulation. por several aeasurellent

series a larqe nuaber of co.puter runs vere made utilizing a

viriety of resistance equations. This was found to have little

effect on runninq time, but was significant for fuel usage.

Consu.ption for each equation vas co.pared to the .easured

vilue. Since lIuch of the data vas for TOFC service, the

":anadian National Erie Lackawanna" (eN-EL) equation was

comp'lred to two "quasi-navis" forlls. (The original Davis

equation is for boxcars, whereas TOFC trains are known to have

SUbstantially hiqher aerodynallic drag.) In one case, the noraal

coefficient for the velocity-squared term (Which represents the

aerodynamic losses) was increased by a factor of .16/.01

(=2.2861. This is identical to the change noraally used in

convertinq froll the standard "Canadian National" (CN) equation

to the conventional form of the CH-EL (TOFC) version. In the

alternative Davis-like TOPC formulation, each loaded TTX car

(traiier-carrvinq flatcar) is thought of as equivalent to two

box Cars, eaCh havin~ half the total weiqht and length of a TTX

ca r.
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rhe results of the co.parison of these equations, applied

to aore than 20 runs, showed no siqnificant differences a.ong

the threa approaches for a.diua speed Tope ••rvice. The

increased V-square-tera technique typically gave

computer-calculated fuel consuaption 11 to 21 above the :R-EL,

with the "two-box-car" approxi.ation runninq about 5~ higher.

The overall average for the CN-!L equation (with k=.2D) in

these comparisons was within 1~ of the measured consuaption,

althouqh the scatter was substantial froa run to run.

Basically similar results vere obtained for a saall set of

hiqher-speed runs, with the Davis Lor.ulations giving results

equal to the CN-EL values or slightly lower. In view of the

somewhat stronger theoretical and experiaental basis for the

CN-EL equation, and its widespread use within the industry, it

was selected for use in these coaparisons.

For boxcar trains, the eN formulation, Which gives

siqnificantly lower values than the Davis, vas found in

preliminary TPS runs to be a better approximation. It was

subsequently used for boxcar consist siaulations. One

particular segment provided strong substantiation for this

choice: details are presented in Section 5.6. &n advantage of

usinq both:a and CN-EL forms is that they are autually

consistent, differinq only (as is reasonable physically) in the

aerodynamic term. Jne can readily approxiaate a mixed
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(b~xcar/TOPC) consist by using an appropriate interaediate

Y~lue for the aerodynaaic coefficient. In Section 6.2.2 effort

is directed toward utilizing the results of these coaparisOQs

to deYelop aodified resistance equations Which .ill be

preferable for 8iaalation of fuel consaaption.

4.3 BraQch-Line Operations

In late 1974 aeasareaents were carried oat for PB1/TSC by

the ~issouri Pacific Bailroad on a branch line between RcGehee,

Arkansas, and Delhi, Louisiana, a distance of 87 ailes. Speeds

were qenerally either 10 or 25 !PH, with consists of 0 to 38

cars plus the GP-7 locoaotive on wbich fuel aeters bad been

instilled. Six round trips were carried out oyer a period of

tvo veeks. Por analysis, the route was diVided into three

seq.ants over which speed and consist were relatively constant.

Thp. results for these operations (in the fora of

percenta~e deYiations of TPS calculations froa the aeasured

consuaption datal are shown in Table 4-1. Overall, the TpS

prediction is 31% below the foel osage actually obserYed. por

the 36 seqaents, two-thirds of the data fall between -16% and

-46~, for a deviation of 22% about the aean value. lqgreqation

separatel, by runs and seqaents sbows a aarked narrowing of

this uncertainty.
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TABLE 4-1. MISSOURI PACIFIC FUEL USAGE COMPARISON
RESULTS: TPS DEVIATIONS IN PERCENT BY RUN AND SEGMENT

?'Ull :
Seqme lit 1 2 3 5 6 ~ veraqe

SouthlJound

-18 -21 -1~ -19 -38 -.39 -24

2 220 -4j -16 -25 -41 -44 -25

3 -12 -8 -22 -27 -49 -53 -34

Northbound

-43 -13 -38 -32 -49 -33 -34

2 -4:4 -41 -31 -43 -38 -46 -39

3 -7 -15 -23 -13 -39 -48 -28

-21 -2U -29

38
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The TPS underestimation by alaost one-third obViouslY

requires exaaination and explanation. A nnmber of factors anst

be considerei. The practical Iiaitations on accuracy in

railroad fuel usage measurements are a problea here as in all

tests. !ccurate differentiation between fuel used while

runninq (45~) and that associated with switching and standing

C55~) poses a problem, and the idealized computer speed profile

may be significantly different from the actual case. The

relatively small amounts of fuel involved -- sometimes only a

few qallons also increase the likelihood of a large

percentiqe error, although this factor should not introduce any

sYGtematic overall inaccuracy. Car weights were estimated, and

should be considered only an approximation. It is often found

that such estimates err on the low side. The low speeds make

the test situition particularly sensitive to the mechanical

component of rolling resistance, so that this term could be

modified to achieve better agreement. However, use of the

oriqinal Davis equation, rather than the Canadian National

fora, would lead to a TPS overestimate. More importantly,

other factors are known which readily explain the magnitude of

the ~bserved discrepancy.
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The MITRE studY by ~Uhlenberq (Reference 6) identifies tvo

hi~hly releY~nt effects. one concerns bearing teaperature.

Curves are presented in (6) which show a drop in train

resistance presu.ably arising froa heating of the bearings

during the first 10 to 15 ai1es following a stop, after which a

nearly const~nt lower value is found. Although this relates

prim~rily to friction bearings, many cars thus equipped are

still in service. Since most of the seqaents of the ~issouri

P~cific test involved distances of this magnitude or less

bet~een stops, the high cold (starting) values of resistance

which occur for such a brief period that this factor is of

limited importance ~ linehaul operations -- could be quite

siqnificant.

The seconl point brouqht out by ~uhlenberg involves the

tracks. A convincinq arguaent is aade that train resistance is

siqnific~ntlv qreater for lighter-weiqht rail, which is common

to branch operations in general and to this case in partiCUlar.

Physically, this phenomenon appears to be associated with a

wave-like action in the rails. Finally, one should also

consider qeneral track and roadbed condition. Branchline tra=k

is typically maintained only to Class 1 (10 MPH maximum spee~)

or ~lass 2 (25 MPH) tolerances. Relatively damp conditions,

with a moist substructure, were also characteristic of the test

con1itions. The uneveness and softness of the reSUlting traCk
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stru~ture would be expected to contribute to a substantial

increase in train resistance. Consider, for eXample, the

additional effort required to operate a bicycle in sand or

re~qh terrain.

In summary, although rigorous quantitative conclusions

cannot be drawn concerning these possible effects, the results

are qenerally consistent with thea. In a practical Sense, it

appears appropriate to increase predicted fuel usage by

approximately 50% to compensate for these real but poorlY

qu~ntified effects. ~ more rigorous approach for branchline

applications, were data available, would be to inclUde in the

model the distance between stops, stop times, track class and

qeneral con1ition, and the nature of the sUbgrade.

4.4 lonq-Distance TO PC

In June, 1975, tae Burlington Northern Railroad collected

a variet, of information relating to fuel usage on a scheduled

TJF: train operating daily from Chicago to Seattle, a distance

of 2200 miles. On this run, trains normally carried a number

of cars the full distance, with other cars being set out and

picked up enroute. With the exception of an occasional mail

carr i\ was pULel, TOPC, with almost all trailers loaded. No

·~·.t~ cars were hauled. Eiqbt further runs were monitored
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e~rlv in 1976. In this case only the Chicago-~inot portion of

the route was involved, and the trains included several boxc~r.

in addition to the r~rc cars. ~he data collected included

computer-generated consist lists and total fuel added at Binot

and Seattle. It vas not possible to veigh the trains, and the

estimated weights used for simulation vere judged to be highly

approxim~te. Errors of 'O~ or greater are considered possible.

For analysis, the runs vere divided into three groups:

:hicaqo to Minot, First Series (922 ailes); Kinot to Seattle,

First Series (1257 miles), and Chicago to Kinot, Second Series.

These provide~ groupings which vere relatively uniform in both

consists and terrain. since on-board fuel aonitoring was not

possible in this case, subdivision to shorter segments voUld

not have been aeaninqful. The CN-EL resistance equation vas

used f~r all cases, although a small number of boxcars vas

present in trains used in the second series.

Basic results for each segment are shovn in Table 4-2, and

are sumaarized in Table 4-3 according to the three major

groupinqs identified above. The overall finding is that

computed· fuel usage was 1.8% less than that actually aeasure~,

vith variation of -28~ to 56% for various segments. Two-thirds

of the segments yielded simulation values within 16% of the

me~surea fuel usage. oncertainty in train weights and speed
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TABLE 4-2. BURLINGTON NORTHERN COMPARISON RESULTS (BY SEGMENT)

Chicaqo - ~illot.

first SE..rie.s

[:U::l 'IF::: .L:Jevid tiO:l (%)

2 -G

3 -7

4 13

5 -10

6 -12

7 0

B -16

~ -14

10 -23

11 -q

12 -G

13 -26

Minot - Seattle, Chicago - Minot,
First Ser ies Second Series

:r: llfi TPS Deviation Fun TPS De via tion

58 '" 30-
2 21 3 4

3 30 4 -10

5 -31

6 -16

32 9 4

10 8

3 -4 11 15

13 -31
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TABLE 4-3. BURLINGTON NORTHERN COMPARISON RESULTS (S~~RY)

SCLics IPS De viat~on (%) F.dnqe* Rang.a*
(Actual) (TPS Mean)

Chica.t/o-air.ot, 1st Seric:.:i -10 8:~/-12% 11%/-5%

:1inot-:-;eat tIe, 1st Series 24 32%/-4% 6%/-7%

Ch iCd <..j 0- 1'1i not, 2nd Series -5 15%/-16% 21 iV-12%

'jv~ ra 11 ':.. 0 tal - 1. 8
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profiles obviously contributed to this discrepancy. Indeed,

the measured values showed a substantial variation a.ang

themselves, even when normalized to units of gross trailing ton

miles per qallon (GTT~PG). For the total measured test data

and for each of the groups alone two-thirds of the seq.ents are

within approximately 15% of the average for all runs in the

series. Anv special or unknown factors which .ight haVe caused

certain trains to be above or below the .ean for the tests

obviously could not be included in the si.ulation. This view

is supported by an examination of the rank correlation between

the measured and simulated cases. The segments within each

grouping Were ranked by (TPS fuel)/(actual fuel), and

separately by the ratio of actual GTT"PG to aVerage measured

Gr!~P3 for the qroup. . Table 4-4 shows the results; a

s~qnifi=ant rank correlation(9) is found for the first and

third qroups (Chicaqo to Minot), but not for the second. This

demonstrates that a significant part of the divergence between

the TPS and measured values for the two correlated data sets

~~ises from the experimental situation and not the simulation.
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TABLE 4-4. BURLINGTON NORTHERN RANK CORRELATION RESULTS
[ACCORDING TO SPEARMAN RANK-CORRELATION TEST (9)]

series

Chicaqo-Minot. 1st Series

~iuot-Seatt12. 1st Series

~hicaqo-S~attle. 2~d Series
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Rank Correlation

.85

.40

.b5

Confidence

99~

75%

95~



The overall results for the first and third groups are

quite qood, considering the experimental uncertainties. In

addition, the absence of track curvature effects and the

limited replication of the actual speed profile must be

recognized. Both would be expected to produce underestiaates

of several percent in the simulation.

The Minot - Seattle group, while showing a large error

(T?S overestimate of 24~ on the average) is characterized by

the smallest ran~e: ieviation from the mean is between -7~ and

6~ for two-thirds of the runs. This strongly suggests the

presence of a systematic error in the simulation for this data

set. This route consists predominantly of moderate descending

qrades, a coniition under which simulation results are highly

sensitive to the resistance equation coefficients. This is

discussed at lenqth in Section 5.4. Overspeeding or coasting

on lown~rades, followed by slowinq to speeds SUbstantially

b, low the nominal limit on a subsequent upgrade, could also

contribute to significant TPS overestiaation for the terrain

involved. This case is discussed in Sections 3.3.3 and 5.7.

These f3ctors are iUdgei to provide a satisfactory explanation

f3r the discrepancy. A possible modification to the TPS which

c3uld minimize these inaccuracies is mentioned in Section 5.7.
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4.5 Me1ium-Distance Varied-Consist operations

During July, 1975, the Southern Pacific Transportation

Company collected detailed data concerning operational and fuel

consumption characteristics for eight trains (four in each

dire=tion) runninq between Roseyille and Bakersfiela,

C~lifornia, a distance of 287 ailes. The terrain -- the Great

Central valley of :alifornia -- is relatiyely flat. On most

trips several stops occurred at which ainor changes in consist

were c~rried out. All trains were weighed. The power consist

throuqhout comprised two SD-45 locomotiYes on each side of a

dynamometer test car housing the test =rev and measure.ent

appar~tus. Puel consumption vas deter.ined with calibrated

meters connected from the test car to each of the diesel units.

Distance travele1, milepost, fuel consuaed, speed, ti.e, and

other factors were recorded at 10 mile intervals, as veIl as at

stops or otherwise noteworthy points.

:hree types of trains were involYed. TWO runs consisted

of rOF~ onlv. These relatively light trains (2200 to 3600

tons) operated ~t pover-to-veight ratios of 2 to 3 HP per gross

trailinq ton, with speeds of 50 to 60 ~PH or higher. lour

other runs involved low-speed heavy mixed-freight trains -- tvo

of over 10,000 tons, and tvo of 5000 to 6000 tons -- operating

at .7 to 1.4 HP per gross trailing ton. The remaining tvo runs

were intermediate cases, approximately half Tope and half
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boxcar. In the case of the mixed consists, a basic :::N

resistance equation waS used. for the simulations, using an

aero:ivnamic coefficient
• k •

interlledia te to the boxcar (eN) and

TOFe (eN-EL) forms. The actual value used reflected the

proportion of the two car types. Track curvature data was

available for use in the simulations. The data collected on

these runs dia not permit precise delineation of speed

profiles. For the heavy boxcar trains, there were a number of

stops and delays which complicate the simulation process, and.

which thwarted attempts to divide the runs into shorter

seqm~nts. However, all consist changes which occurred in the

course of a run were included in the TPS siaulations.

The results for all runs are shown and summarized in Table

1~-5. ~'or the overall test series, TPS compUtations differed

from actual consumption in the aqqreqate by on1, -5~, ranging

from a low of -19~ to a high of 101. The summary findings are

fuel-weiqhted, which causes the boxcar runs to dominate.

Un~ertainties in the simulation process were also greatest for

the boxcar trains, for which speed profiles vere the most

uncertain. On the other hand, fuel usage would be expected to

be relatively insensitive to variations in velocity at the

lower speeds involved.
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TABLE 4-5. SOUTHERN PACIFIC FUEL USAGE COMPARISON RESULTS

<'-un Consist T vpe TPS Devia tion (%)

TOFC 16

2 Mixed -3

3 Boxcar -9

J-J Boxcar: -19

5 Boxcar -8

0 !:.oxcar -5

7 ~OFC 15

ti Mixed -11

.!.Ll t,uns 'IUFC 15

.dl Runs Boxcar -10

,HI Euns Mixed -7

All E'tlHS Overall Averaqe
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Th3 TOP: trains showed al.ost identical simulation

overestiaates on the two runs (15~ and 16~), suggesting a

svsteaatic rather than random effect. 5i.ilarly, calculations

of fuel usaqe for the six boxcar and .ixed freight runs, taken

toqether, avera qed 91% of measured consumption, with two thiras

of the results falling beween 89% and 95~. It is likely that

the relatively even terrain contributed to the uniformity of

the results. Mountain operations tend to bring into play many

of the me~hanisms which introduce variation.

4.6 Ion~-Distance Tope and Boxcar

In the first half of 1976 the Santa Fe Railway Company

carried out detailed measure.ents during three round-trips

between Kans~s city, Kansas and Los Angeles or Barstow,

~alifornia. These tests included two TOPC trains and one

consistinq primarily of box cars, hauled by either 3 or 4 SD-~5

lo~omotives. Average speeds overall were in the range of 45 to

50 MPH, with runninq speeds for the TOPC trains exceeding 70

MPH. A test car, located behind the paver consist, was alvays

used, equippei with a variety of instru.ents and data

pro~essinq and recordinq equipment. All trains vere weighed in

Kans:ls :' it v. The first (eastern) half of the route is

relatively level, with a moderate continual ascending grade.

In the west, several mountain ranqes are crossed, with
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substantial ~nd sometimes very lenqthy qrades (both ascendinq

and descendinq). The vastbounl Tope trains qenerally carried a

full complement of loaded trailers. When traveling eastboun 3

the trailers vere predominantly empty.

For comp~rison witn simulation, the analysis was based

upon subdivision of the runs into 13 seqments, ranqing from 64

t~ 230 miles (with an averaqe value of 135 miles). The CN-EL

resistance equation was used for the two TOPC round trips, and

the ~N for the boxcar train. The topoqraphy varied

considerably amonq them, as did the rail traffic. The segments

are described briefly in Table 4-6. The high degree of

variation in speeds within segments has already been mentioned

in Section 3.2. The procedure used for simulation was to

separate out siqnificant delays (extended stops) and choose ~s

a nomin~l speed limit a value giving approximately the corre=t

averaqe speed. All known stops were included. This generally

resulted in simulation speed li.its slightly less than those

a=tuallv specified by the railroad, typically in the range of

55 t~ 60 MPH. Rasultin~ TPS runninq times for each segment

were verv close to actual values, with two-thirdS in error by

1~ or lass. Jnlv 10% deviated by more than 2~. Table 4-7

shows the percentaqe difference between measured fuel usaqe

values ~nj those calculated by the TPS, includinq averages over

both runs and seqments. Overall results for fUel usage are in
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TABLE 4-6. ROUTE SEGMENTS FOR SANTA FE TESTS

Reproduced from
best available copy.

Seq me nt End Pain ts

Arqentine - EIDPoria

Lenqth

( Miles)

107

Terrain (Westbound)

Level

2

3

4

b

7

10

11

12

13

3lliPoria - Wellinqton

Wellinqton - Waynoka

waYliOKa - Amarillo

A ilid r ill 0 - C10vi ;,j

clovi;;:; - Belen

lidll UP - ii ~aslow

Seliqman - Necjles

NeeuleS - Barstow

Bal:stuw - San Bernadino

Sa.n [}0rnadino - Los ~.nqeles

53

111

107

202

107

23Y

145

128

142

148

169

79

62

Level

Level

Gradual ascent

Gradual ascent

Steep ascents/descents

steep ascent

Moderate descent

Steep ascents/descents

Mainly steep descent

steep ascents/descents

steep ascent/descent

Gradual descent



TABLE 4-7. SANTA FE FUEL USAGE COMPARISON RESULTS:
TPS DEVIATIONS IN PERCENT BY RUN AND SEGMENT

Run:
TOFe 'rOPC BOXCAR

Seqment 1WB 1 EB 2WB 2 ED 3 WB 3.I:;B Averaqe

1 -21 -41 -4 -16 -36 -26 -25

2 -23 -15 12 23 -34 -18 -13

J -14 -15 25 5 - 21 -15 -8

4 -10 -18 23 1 -11 -10 -5

5 2 20 -7 28 -26 -13 -2

6 -1 8 13 -10 -12 -12 -3

7 0 37 11 25 -6 -5 7

8 -16 26 7 12 -19 -0 5

) -14 2 13 19 -6 -4 -0

],) -6 9 15 3 -22 -5 0

11 -11 2 7 -5 -13 -13 -6

12 0 -14 -1:> -23 -13 0 -16

13 0 -8 -23 -30 -57 0 -28

-10
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qenerallv qood aqreement. Two-thirds of the segments fall

within a band of -18~ to 15~ of the actual aeasured .alue, and

the total fuel actually used is only 5~ qreater than

calculated.

A siqnificant number of segments did show serious

discrepancies. In particular, those fOr Kansas City to Emporia

(seqment 1) ~ Barstow to San Bernadino (segment 12), and San

Pernadino to Los Anqeles (segment 13) consistently show a mu=h

hiqher actual fuel consumption than predicted by the

simulation. These se~ments are all characterized by high

densities of rail traffic, where riqht-of-vay may be shared

with other railroads. The stop-and-qo nature of the movements

in thos~ places WOUld be expected to increase fuel usage above

that which would be needed for relatively constant velocity

operation assumed by the TPS. If one deletes these segments

from consideration on the grounds that the special conditions

destroy their validity for the comparison, the resulting

overall TPS error is -2~ and deviations range from -15~ to 13l.

When aqqreqated by runs the reduced results show a "two-thirds"

deviation of -9% to 9%: for seqment aqgregation the range is

-6% to 0%.
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The difference between the first and second runs is of

some interest. For the round trips (westbound plus eastbound),

the TPS vas 41 low on Run 1 and 6% high for Run 2. Run 1 was

operated at maximum speed (70 MPH) whenever possible. Run 2

called for application of power only below 55 MPH; coasting to

70 ~PH was permissible if allowed by speed limits. This type

of operation, somewhat similar to that analysed in Section 5.7,

redu=es average speeds but also has a marked influence on fuel

consumption. For the measured data, the decrease (in gallons

per ton mila) is 14~, accompanied by a 9~ drop in velocity.

This appears to provide a mechanism with which to explain the

10% difference in the accuracy of the TPS between the two runs.

The second run utilized a more fuel-efficient type of operation

which the TPS did not attempt to emulate. This "drifting" mode

can be simulated through setting locomotive available tractive

effort to zero above 55 MPH. This was tried for the first

westbound train, with the result that computed average speed

decreased bV R% while fuel usage dropped by 15%. These values

are very close to the measured change from Run 1 to Run 2.
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Several seqments in addition to 1, 12, and 13 show

particul~rlv hiqh deviations between .easure.ent and si.U1ation

for certain runs. Various general effects described elsewhere

in this report undoubtedlY contribute to these discrepancies.

However, a siqnificant portion of the error in these cases .ay

be related to the terrain, with high descending speeds allowing

partial coastinq on the fOllowinq ascent. This condition would

lea1 to TPS estimates well above .easured values. (See

Sections 3.3.3 and 5.7.)

The Santa Fe trains were operated using dynamic brake

wherever applicable. The relevance of this factor lies in the

difference betwean the 6 qallon per hour fuel rate at idle (for

each locomotive) and the 25 qallon per hour rate when in

dynamic brake. The TPS does not at present include provision

for this, but a simple aanual correction is possible. The TPS

provides a summary of tiae in each throttle notch, including

brakinq. If one somewhat arbitrarily assumes that half of the

brakinq is dynamic, the appropriate correction for total fuel

usaqe can be calculated. Por all runs, the increase is 2~

overall. yieldinq a total consu8ption for the test series

extremel~ close to the TPS values. However. this apparently

excellent aqreement is somewhat diminished by the fact that

track curvature vas not included; under these circu.stances

the TPS should have been about 2~ under the actual data.
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S. ANaLYSTS OF INDE~ERMINANT FACTORS

5.1 Effects of Cyclic Speed variation

It has previously been noted that actual freight train

speed profiles can be highly variable, to the point that

precise computer replication may be impractical. Figure 5-1

repeats the measured profile of Figure 3-1, and overlays the

spee~ limit profile and running speeds associated with the TPS

simulation. Given this obvious discrepancy between the real

world and the analysis, it is important to estimate the impact

on computed fuel use of problems in this area.

The fuel usaqe effect of cycling of train speed (as in

Fiqure 5-1) can be addressed in a relatively simple manner.

consider two alternative scenarios by which a train could

complete a trip at an average speed v. one possibility woul~

be to operate at all timas at V. Another would be to run part

way at (V-v), and the remainder at (V+v), the partitioning

chosan to be such that the overall run achieves an average ~f

V.* Jne can readily compute the wOrk done per unit distance the

rasistance of a train or freight car for each of the three

v?locities under consideration: V, V-v, V+v. It "is then

*rhe fraction of the total distance at v+v is
fraction at V-v is (V-v)/2V.
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passible to calculate a relatiYe enerqy index consisting of the

ratio of the work done in the constant-velocity (Vl scenario to

the ener~y required for the tvo-velocity [(V-v), (V+v)] case.

Pesults of this type of computation are graphed in Figures 5-2

and 5-3. respectively, for a 75-ton boxcar using the :N

equation and an 8S-ton trailer-carrying car with the CN-EL

(TOP:) equation. The curves are for V = 35, 50, and 65 ~PR

with the energy index shown as a function of V.

Althouqh real situations involve a far more complex array

of spee1s to be averaged, the sillplifiedscenarios analyze~

here provide a "worst" condition. However, this clearly

illustrates the magnitude of the effect, and suggests that a

non-uniform velocity profile aay readily consume as much as 51

to 15% more fuel than would be the case for a constant-speed

case yielding the same average speed.

5.2 The Impact of stop Times

~ problem similar to that of cycling arises when an

averaqe velocity V results from a constant actual velocity V'

plus a siqnificant perioi of idling. Idle fuel rates are only

a few Percent of those near full power, so that the idle fuel

consumed durinq ~ short time period is generally a negligible

p~rt of the total. Hovever, operating at the higher speed v t
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can have a very substantial i.pact 00 fuel consu.ption. The

work done (and hence the energy required at the drawbar) to

.ove a train a qiven distance is proportional to the train

resistance. which is a function of velocity. Figure 5-4 has

been prepared to suggest the relative change in fuel

consuaption for a given change in velocity. It consists .erely

of a plot of the train resistance ratio R(V)!R(50 MPH) as a

function of speed. for a 75-ton car using the eN equation and a

8S-ton trailer-carrying car with the CN-BL for.ulation.* FOr a

loaded TTX car. for exaaple, a 201 increase in speed (fro. 50

to 60 MPH) incre~ses foel usage by over 301. This effect is

primarily dUe to the V-square ter•• and is therefore less at

lower speeds and for other car types.

Thus. when one generates a no.inal speed profile for the

purpose of simulating a aeaSured test run. Considerable care

snould be usei in accurate assessment of tiae lost through

stops. since the fuel rate then is very low. For the

.easureaents described in Section 4, average oVerall fuel rates

have been in the range of 250 to 350 gallons per hour. (Eighth

notch for 3 SO-45's is alaost 600 qallons per hour.) The idle

rate is 5 to 6 gallonS per hoUr. Thus, if running tiae is

-~--------------------------------*Note the relative linearity ~ train resistance with velocity
in this range; a linear expansion about V=40 to 50 MPH is
satisfactory for most analytical purposes.
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increased by 10% bY a siaple delaT, the fuel used will increase

approximately 11. on the other hand, if the Saae net sChedule

chanqe occurs because of a lowerinq of running speeds by 101,

one could expect a fuel usage reduction of 101 to 15%.

Finally, if the lenqthening is due to a shift froa running at a

constant speed to cycling between speeds well abOVe and below

the noainal yelocity, a 5% to 151 increase aight result.

~ ccura te siau la tion thus requires a qood understanding of the

actual or proposed speea profile. A concoaitant implication is

that precise replication of overall run tiae, even for a

seq.ent, by no aeans guarantees that a TPC is accurate in

estimatinq fuel consuaption. Considerations of this type were

responsible for elimination of a number of test runs fra. the

comparisons described in Section 4. In these caSes information

con=erninq speed profile, and particularly stop times, was so

aahiquous (or totally lacking) that aeaningful siaulation vou1d

not have been possible.

5.3 Fuel Consumed in Stoppinq

~ related topic is the iapact on fuel consumption of fall

st:>ps from runninq speed. Aside from the inherent delay, a

st:>p dissipates the train's kinetic energy; this loss

represents fuel whi=h must subsequently be used to bring the

train back up to speed. In order to provide a aeaninqful
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.e~sure of the siqnificance of this factor, the stopping loss

can be expressed in terms of the distance which the vehicle

couli have travelled (at the nominal speed) for the saae energy

expelditure. ~pproximate results for a simplified analysis*

are plotted in Fiqure 5-5 for a 75-ton car (CN resistance

equation) and a 85-ton loaded TTX car (CN-EL equation).

5.4 Effects of wind

As indicated previously, it would be extremely difficult

to simulate wind conditions accurately, in view of the

requirements that this would impose on knowledge of actual

(compass) diLection of the train at all points. Further, it

would be rare that adequate data would be available. Finally,

fLeiqht train aerodYnamics are not sUfficiently well understoo1

to provide train resistance equations in which one can

confidently and accurately specify a true "aerodynamic" term.

On the other hand, it is possible to consider the approximate

effe~t of wind under the assuaption of relatively constant vind

and train direction. This may be a reasonable approximation in

cases such as operations across the western plains. The TpS

*This calculation is based on the equation
:hanqe in Kinetic Enerqy = Work Done = Force*Distance, or

(t'tV*4<2l/2 = E (VI *D, or D = (MV**2) 1(2*R (V»), where D is the
dist~nce; M, the mass of the train or car; V, the velocity;
and R(V), the resistance force.
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treats wind by mOdifying the velocity ased in the V-square ter.

of the train resistance equation. Specifically, V is replaced

by V+v'rsine(!)+cosine(~)], where V' is the vind Yelocity and A

is the anqle between the wind and the direction of move.ent of

the train. Note that the additional term is thus a function of

both lonqitu~inal and lateral wind force. While far from

precise. this appears to be a reasonable .odel for purposes of

analysis. and is not in serious disagreement with more

sophisticated research (10) •

In the course of TSC/FPA fuel measurements, one TOFC train

operating at hiqh speed between North Platte, Nebraska and Los

Angeles was monitore1. Hiqh winds were encountered through

much of the run, particularly in the half from North Platte to

Salt Lake :ity. TPS simulations were performed under a variety

of ~ssumptions concerning wind; these are presented in Table

5-1. These results do not bear meaningfully upon the question

of IPS accuracy; clearly one could, with judicious choice of

theoretical win1, achieve almost any desired fuel usage

computation. Thev do illustrate, if imprecisely, the magnitUde

of the impact whiCh wind can have on fuel consumption. For

example. an assumed 5 MPH, 30-deqree vind for the entire route

increases calculated consumption by almost 20~. Thus, this

effect should always be considered in interpreting both

measure1 and prc1icted (computed) fuel usage.
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TABLE 5-1. EFFECTS OF WIND ON SIMULATED FUEL
USAGE [UNION PACIFIC TEST SERIES (2)]

;, ssuffi..o:d wind .\ctual 'l'PS Difference
Fuel Fuel (percent)

We;:>tbounJ:

NOlle 13679 1'1952 -13

~O MPH, .:)()-uQQree
Nor:th P.Lcitt0 to 13679 14540 -6
.salt Lab) ':: itv

40 MPH, 30-U8Qree
Nor:t h Platte to 1.)679 17632 28
::>al t lak<:! citv

10 rlPI1, 30-d(!4:ce~e 13679 14303 4
Bntire' ;:,outc

') '1J:lH, 30-(j",QreE: 13679 13083 -5
:;ntirc Rout",

2<1stboUIld:

None 12888 14669 14

20 aPH, 15(I-ueqree 12888 13178 2
~ntire Soute
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5.5 locomotive Variability

Detailed data recorded durinq the Santa Fe test reveal

some departure from conventional TPc assumptions. Four

nominally identical SD-Q5 locomotives were used. Yet, the fuel

consumption amonq them varied siqnificantly. Table 5-2 shows

the total qallons for the two round trips in which all four

locomotives were used, along with the percentage deviation for

each one from the average of all four. Note that the

hiqhest-fuel locomotive required ,ql aore than that which vas

consumed bv the lowest. It is quite possible that this

corresponds not so much to differences in efficiency, as to

variations in actual horsepower amonq the units.

Data recordinq the time spent in each throttle notch were

also collected, and are summarized in Table 5-3 for each run.

If one multiplies these values by the nominal (pUblished) fuel

rates in each notch for that model of locomotive, actual fuel

consumption is found to be approximately '8~ less than the

throttle notch times and fuel rates would suqgest. This may,

at least in part, represent some limitation of the data

colle::tion process. Review of a brief portion of the measured

results (1-1/4 hours continuously at eighth notch) Showed a
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TABLE 5-2. VARIABILITY IN LOCOMOTIVE FUEL
USE [SANTA FE TEST SERIES (2)]

Locomotive Number": 2 3 4 Averaqe

Fuel Used (Gallons)

F:un 1 EB 37% 3701 3864 3998 3833

Bun lWb 3411 3042 3432 3565 3362

Run 3EB 3063 2762 3034 3221 3025

RUIl 3WE 4019 3645 4008 4189 3965

Total

Deviation frow Averaqe

14288

1%

13169

-7%
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TABLE 5-3. PERCENTAGE OF TIME IN EACH THROTTLE
POSITION [SANTA FE TEST SERIES (2)]

fun: 1iiB 1ED 2iB 2EB 3iB 3EB

Throttle
aotch

!dle 16.5 1<3.1 25.0 23.8 19.1 17.6

2.8 5.8 3. Q 4.1 3.5 4.4

''1 3.4 ~.5 £1.6 5.2 3.5 4.8..
3 2.6 4.8 4.5 6.3 3./i 5.3

4 3.0 4.2 £1.5 5.8 3.5 5.9

~ 3.2 3.7 4.8 6.2 2.9 4.6

I) 4.1 4.3 5.7 b.a 2.9 6.1

7 2.8 3.8 4.1 6.9 2.3 5.3

'j 47.5 35.4 31.4 28.0 43.2 27.2

Dv II. BL"ake 14. 1 10.4 12.5 6.9 15. 1 18.8
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consumption of 177 qallons per hour per locoaotive, compared to

th~ nominal Tilna of 194 qallons, a difference of approxiaately

'O~. N~ foIl explanation has been sooqht for this effect,

which is well outside the scope of this study. It is true,

however, that load cell tests of noainally identical

locomotives often show substantial variation of horsepower. It

appe~rs hiqhly likely that these differences are associated

aore with horsepower than with fuel efficiency.

5.6 Moderate Descendin~ Grades: A Special Case

For level terrain and normal speeds, fuel usage is

approxim~tely proportional to total train resistance. ~n

uncertainty in only one coefficient in the equation, such as

the aerOdynamic (V-square) term, viII produce a less than

proportional chanqe in consumption. On ascending grades, the

qravitv component will tend to be the dominant effect, so that

a m01er~telv inaccurate train resistance equation will have

little impact on overall precision. For typical speeds and

trains, the ~ravity term becomes comparable to the other

components at .2% to .3% grade. For steep downgrades, train

resistance is irrelevant, since brakes viII be required in any

event. However, on moderate descending qrades a special

situation arises which renders fuel usage calculations highly

Sensitive to qrade. In this case, for which the qravity term
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!y,;.:~ATUH: This page ~hould t:"e:")l?~~_x;i.»t;in&...JUlZ~.--
~s lle~a~ive. th~ net teain resistance will becomL neqativ~ for

a qraae of • 2~ to .3;'. r~is ~et resistance is determinaa by

the diffaren~e of tvo reasonably large numbers:-- (1; the sum of

the level-tereain resistance terms, and (2) tha qrcvity tar~.

The relative or percentaqe chanqe in net ~mioal (.lendl

resistance vhich arisas from a small erro~ in the nominal

resistan=e can thus be very larqe. This is illustrated in

Fiqure 5-6, prepared foe a loaded 85-ton TIl car at 55 ~2~. for

tvo different assumei values of CN-EL aerojyna~ic coeffi:ient

(representinq chanqes of 10~ and 25%): the base case assuxas

the cJ~Yentional value of k=.16, rather than the .20 genarallv

used for si~ulations in this study. Due to the fuel usage of

the idliaq enqiile,.consu~ption does not becone zero for zeeo

train r~sistance, so the impact on relative energy use is not

so dramatic as suqqestei in Fiqure 5-6, but nonetheless a maior

discrepancy can arise.

The situation is more than an academic anowaly. The sant~

Fe route seq~ent froQ Gallup to Winslow (.seqment 8) is ~

relatively constant descent ~westbound) for 128 miles;

averaqe qrade is .24;'. For the t~ird run in the TS: tast

series -- the o~ly Santa Fc run involvinq a box~ar consist

eN and Davis equation simulations were co~pared. F~r taa

overall run, the Davis version resulted in calculatej fuel

usaqe 24% qreater than that for the :N equation, a fin~~n~ that

is consistent with the difference betveen the tvo equations at

the speeds iuvolved. P.o~~ver, if one exa~incs only the ~allup

- Winslow seqcent, the Davis cocputation yields a consu~ption

of 1051 qallo~s co~parej to 330 for the CN case
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of more th~n 300%. The yalue actuall, .easured was 405

qallons. A dynamic brake fuel usage correction would add

approxilately 25 gallons to the TPS eM result. The

tnrottle-notch sua.ary confiraed what was happening; the train

simulated according to the Davis eguation was predoainantly in

sixth throuqh eighth notch (72~ of the ti.e), while the :M

calculation showed primarily second and third notch (60~).

When the:N resistance equation was modified by increasing the

aero~ynamic cOefficient from .07 to .08, the calculated fuel

usaqe increased by 16~. to 382 gallons.

It should be emphasized that this proble. arises only when

a aa;or portion Of a route consists of moderate downgrade.

otherwise, the hiqh relative error is diminished in importan=e

by the fact that a small absolute quantity of fuel is consumed

in descending movements. In the Santa Fe example, that seq.ent

represented about 7% of the route mileage, but required only 3~

of the total measured fuel used on the run.

The dynamic brake question discussed in Section 3.2.4. is

relevant here, as for any segment whiCh is largely descent.

The additional fuel used during dynaaic braking can be a

substantial portion of the total required under these

circumstances.
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5.7 ~oastinq vs. Constant Speed in Rolling Terrain

In rollinq terrain, yet another proble. arises. A train

could be operated, pOWer peraittinq, at a constant velocity

(suc~ as the speed limit) down a descent (requiring SUbstantial

IJcakinq, and up the followinq ascent (with power applied).

~lternatively, the train could be allowed to accelerate under

Qravity on the downqrade, and then coast part or all of the way

up the subsequent hill. Insight into the implications of this

situation can be qained through analysis of two simplified

scen~ri~s. The first is that of constant velocity, with brakes

applied on the downqrade and sufficient power to maintain speed

f3r the ascent. The energy per ton necessary to overcome total

train resistance (includinq qravity) is the ascending train

resistance multiplied by the ascent distance, since no enerqv

need be supplied on the descent. If both grades are of

distance D and qradient S, with train velocity V, the enerqy

(per ton) is qiven by*:

r p (V) + 20*S l*D

Jne can think of the coastinq mode as requiring sufficient

power to overcome train resistance at all times on both

seqments (both down and up), while the qravitational energy is

merely transformed through acceleration and deceleration frOm

*For simplicity of expression, R is here normalized to
represent the resistance force, without gravity, Per ton of
vehi~le weiqht, rather than the total force as in Section 2.
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potential enerqv at tne top to kinetic energy at the botto. and

back to potential energy again. por this sY••etric caSe the

qravity component cancels out insofar as the power require.ents

are concernei. In a .ore realistic aOdel no power would be

applied on the descent, with soae potential energy qoinq not

into increased kinetic energy, but rather into overcoainq train

resistance. Rovever, an equal aaount of energy vould then have

to be suppliej on the ascent, so the situation is nearly

equivalent. Thus for the coasting scenario, the eoerqy

provided per ton is

Since acceleration is constant the ayerage velocity V is veIl

approximated by

V= (V' + vn) /2,

where V" and V' are the speeds at the top and bottom of the

qrades. R(V) is nearly linear in this range, so that R(V) can

be removed fro. the inte~ral as the constant R(V), and the

r~tio of the enerqy required for constant velocity to energy

for coastinq can be expressed as

rR(V) + 20*Sll[2*R(V)],

or

.5 + 10*S/P (V) ,

with S in per=ent and R(V) in pounds per ton.
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distance D cancels out.) The difference between the tvo cases

is basically the enerqv lost in downgrade braking in the

constant-velocity mode. R (V) is typically in the range of 4 to

8 pounds per ton, so for a 1% grade the constant-velocity case

viII require about 1.7 to 3 times as much energy. Por a .5~

qradc the differential is a factor of 1.1 to 2.

This simple analysis does not include the idling fuel

consumed on the downgrade for the second scenario, which would

produce a fuel ratio lower (closer to unity) than the energy

ratio determined above. On the other hand, the

constant-velo~itv Case may utilize dynamic brake, vhich also

entails a siqnificant fuel penalty. Also, if average speedS

are to be equal, there is an implication of significant

operation above the nominal speed limit for the coasting mode.

Neverthelr',ss, it is clear tha t for route segments which are

suitable to this possibility, the choice .ade by the engineer

will haVe substantial impact upon fuel usage.

Use of the coasting mode is limited by the acceptable

minimum and maximum speeds V' and vn • Simple recourse to the

law of conservation of energy rchange of kinetic energy eguals

chanqe of potenti.al en.ergy (mqh = mgn*S)] plus necessary

co~v2~sion of units yields the result that

(V"**2 - V' **2) = 1627*n*s,
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vith speeds in miles Per hour and distance D in miles. This

p~rmits calculation of the maxi.u. distance over vhich coasting

can be ~ppliei without violating the speed constraints. For

example, if V" = 50 and V' = 60, D*S = .55, and D viII be 1.1

miles for a .5% grade. In a .Ore extreme case, if V" is

allowed to ~rop to 35 ~PH and v' to reach 65 MPH, D would be

3.7 miles for a .5~ grade or 1.84 .iles for a 1~ qrade.

(Fecall that 0 is half the total descent-ascent distance.)

some experimental confirmation of the effect of coasting

is available. In the Santa Fe tests (Section 4.6), distinctly

different operating modes were used on Buns 1 and 2. On the

first run, a velocity of 70 MPH was maintained vhereYer

permitted by speed limits and available power. on the second

run. power was not 3pplied above 55 MPH, but graYity-assistei

"driftin~" to 70 MpH was allowed where possible. This latter

case showed a 9~ lower aYerage velocity, accompanied by a 1Q'

redu=tion in fuel used per gross trailing ton mile.

~ similar ambiguity exists for general replacement of

level-terrain braking bV coasting fOr StOpS or severe speed

redu=tions. but this is a relatively minor situation in rail

fr~ilht operations, primarily because of schedule implications.

T~ the degree that it does occur for moderate decelerations,

the impact on fuel usaq~ vill nOrmally be guite small.
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5.8 Effect of CurveS

Many of the simulations described in this report did not

include the effe=t of track curvature on train resistance. The

m~qnitude of the error vhichthis introduces should therefore

be assessed. The co•• only accepted value for curve-related

train resistance is .8 pounds per ton per degree of curvature.

A 1-deqree curve, for normal speeds and consists, thus

increases the total resistance force by approximately 10% to

20% ~ver the level-terrain value. On grades, where curves are

common, the gravity component (20 pounds per ton per percent

qr~de) 1omin~tes, so that the relative error introduced is

quite small. For the primarily tangent track which

characterized most of the TSC tests omission of curves from the

simulation can produce a limited but detectable effect.

Examination of track charts for relevant routes indicates that

curveS are commonly of the order of 1 degree, occurrinq for

from Sl to over 50% of a route seqment. If one allows for the

redu=ed impact in grade territory, and assumes an overall

effectiVe occurrence for 10~ to 15~ of the route, the aYerage

contribution to train resistance (and hence to fuel usage) will

be approximately 2%. For lower speeds or a route with many

curves, the impact could rise to 5% to 10~, and might explain

some of the discrepancies far particular run segments in the

Santa Fe tests.
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6. cONCLUSIJNS

6.1 Su.aarv of Findinqs

overall results for each test series and each consist type

are presentel in Table 6-1. For the overall project, on a

fuel-weiqhted basis. the ~PS calculations are only 2.2% belOW

.easure~ =onsumption; if one weiqhts each test series equally,

the overall averaqe error is -3.01. In addition to the aany

uncontrolled or unknOWn elements of the test situations, which

contributed a variability of approximately plus-or-ainus 10% to

15~ within each test series, several systeaatic errors have

been i~entified in the preceding sections for which an

estimated correction is possible. Por the Santa Fe runs only,

reqular use of dynamic brake is estimated to increase fuel

usaqe approximately 21 above that calculated by the TPS in its

present form. For all runs except Southern Pacific, absence of

track curvature data is assumed to produce an underestiaation

of fuel consumption of approximately 21 also. For branchline

operations. IpS estimates tend to be lov by approximately 30~.

This is 1udqel to result fro. the higher mechanical train

resistance issociated with track structures co.aon to

branchlines ana the special short-haul nature of such

operations.
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TABLE 6-1. SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENT/TPS COMPARISON RESULTS

Test 3er i2s Fuel Used iuel Used Deviation C%)
(Actual (TPS
Gallons) G<.l.llons)

Burlinqton Northern 146505 143925 -1.8

S;Juthern 2acif ic 15~16 15136 -4.9

:3dn td E'e 70887 69184 -2.4

.;11 ':'OFC

loll BOXCdL

OVi:?rall Total

195130

34190

233308
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30339

228245

-.5

-11.3

-2.2



These comparisons indicate that a saall aodification to

the =ommonlv used train resistance equations aay be appropriate

fJr fuel us~qe simulation purposes. This is discussed in

se=tion 6.2.2. The suqgested chanqes vould reduce the CN-EL

(T0F:t aerodynamics term by 12~ (compared to the TPS version of

the ~N-!L form) and increase the boxcar aerodynamic tera by

29%. At a nominal speed of 45 "PH, for an 85-ton loaded TTl

car this implies an 8~ lover train resistance force on level

terrain. For a 75-ton box car, the increase is 1q~. At lover

speejs and for qrades, one finds that there is generally a

chanqe in calculated fuel use of about 5~ to 6' for both TOF:

and boxcar trains. The coabined effect of corrections for

curvature, dynamic braking, and the modified train resistance

equations is to produ=e only a small change in the differen=e

between TPS calculations and aeasure_ents, since the

corrections tend to balance one another.

6.2 Basic Validity of the SimUlation

6.2.1 General Comments

The TPS simUlations, when aqqreqated over a series of

runs, show ~ hiqh deqree of accuracy deviations are

typically less than a few percent. Thus, the fundamental

vali1ity of the model appears to be veIl established. Sin=e

the ma;or sources of un=ertainty SPeed profiles and power
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brakinq are likely to increase fuel usage, the general TPS

un1erestimation, based on an idealized model, is not

unreasonable. It is also possible tha~ the 21 correc~ion for

curvature should be Sliqhtly larger. Finally, a systematic

offset could oc~ur through a small underestimate of lOComotive

me~hanical or enerqy ~onversion efficiency, or in the constant

and linear terms in the resis~ance equations.

The substantial variability found when specific runs or

run seqments are considered (deviations can be greater than

15%) can be assigned to a combination of real-vorld

vari~hility, ambiguities in the manner in which a train may he

operated, and limited data concerning the equipment (i.e,

aero1vnamic 1raq) or operations (i.e, speed profiles). In

qener~l, the physical and human variability appears to have at

least as qreat an impact upon measured results as on

simulations. Deviations (in gross trailing ton miles per

qallon) were even greater within sets of measured data than for

TPs/actual comparisons. In other vords, even a series of

measurements will generally provide no greater precision in

prediction of fuel usage (or running schedUle) than viII a

simulation. In essence, the most critical uncertainties are

associated with spee1 profiles and hov they are produced. The

simple analyses in Section 5 show the potential for

introduction of substantial discepancies into results through
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(1) cycling of speed (whan the si.ulation uses average values),

(2) uncertainties in dwell time at stops, and (3) use of

coasting in rollinq terrain. Dyna.ic and pover braking can

also introduce effects ~f significant aaqnitude that require

ex=eeiinglv detailed information for successful modeling.

Indeed, in view of these aany pitfalls, it is almost surprising

to find the high degree of success obtained with the TPS. It

is particul3rly noteworthy that essentially equivalent results

were found in the Santa Fe and southern Pacific tests for the

box=ar trains, in spite of the great difference in terrain,

speais, and power-to-weiqht ratios.

Most of these comments apply to general routes and

scenarios. ~ SPecific case lIay have special features

associated with it which will affect the validity of the

simulation. For a route consisting primarily of a steep

asceniing qrade, the maior work done is the addition of

gr.avitational potential enerqy to the train whiCh completely

dominates other aspe=ts of train resistance. In this case,

accuracy should be particularly good. On the other hand,

simulati~ns for steady moderate downgrades are highly sensitive

t~ the resistance equation coefficients. Strong Winds,

especially for TOF: trains, can be a major factor.

Preiominantlv rolling terrain in;ects the uncertainties of

dynamic and power brakinq, coasting, and the problems
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associated with aoderate grades. Frequent stoPs or other speed

variations can be difficult to accom.odate in a precise .anner.

SOlie refineaents to the 'IPS could increase accuracy

somewhat. One is the use of specific aerodynamic

characteristics for each car, taking car order into

consideration. However, i~ is not clear at the present time

whether existinq data are adequate to warrant this level of

detail. other possible modifications, such as provisioo for

dynamic braking, draw one into the problem of determining an

alqorithm that represents the manner in which a train may

actually be operated. In sum, it appears that significant

improvements' are possible through this appro~ch only for the

treatment of special apPlications.

6.2.2 Train Resistance Equations -

To the deqree that a pattern can be discerned in the

comparison results, one finds that the simulation has a

distinct tendencY to overestimate fuel usage for TOFe trains

and to underestimate fuel usage for boxcar trains. This effect

is particularly evident in the Southern Pacifit tests, where

mixed-coQsist trains were simulated with an accuracy

intermediate to that for the other two types. However, a

similar effect is observed for the Santa Fe tests. Fuel usage

was underestimated for every segment of the boxcar operations
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pun 3), even after correction for dynaaic brake aod curYes.

The overall averaqe remains 8% low. On the other hand, for the

TOPC cases, almost 70% of the seq.e~ts were overestiaated,

averaqinq 3% hiqh. For the Santa Fe runs, anY TPS errors which

would produce hiqh values (suck as large values for resistance

equation coefficients) would presuaably be mitiqated by the

known occurence of speed cyclinq.

The data are clearly inadequate for a truly r~gqrous

determination of accurate resistance equation coefficients.

However, the information that has been presented here does

provide some basis for selection aaong the choices available.

This result definitely indicates the preferability of the basic

CN formulation ra th er than the oriqinal Davis coefficient's, for

example. (However, it should be not.ed t.hat for low to .ediull

speeds, the Davis and CN forms are approximately equal in

maqni tUde, dUe t C comparable ba.lancinq differences in the

constant and speed-dependent terms.)

The findinq that TPscalculations are hiqh for TOre and

low for boxcar trains implies that the discrepancy is in tihe

aerodynamic (v-square) term, since the other terms are the Same

for the CN and CN-EL formulations. The hiqh reSUlts for the

TOFe case suqqest that the oriqinal TPS value of .20 is,

indeed, somewhat too qreat, althouqh a 20~ reduction to the
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conventional.16 dOes not seem to be warranted. Por box cars,

it is quite possible that increases in car size since previous

measurements could have rendered the custo.ary lower value

obsolete. Finally, it must be recognized that accurate direct

measurement of train resistance is a co,-plex and difficult

matter, particularly at high speeds, and is sUbject to

considerable uncertainty in the V-square tera. Hence, it is

not unreasonable to suqqest variations from previously accepted

values.

For the tests reported here, a somewhat more accurat~ and

consistent overall set of simulations ts obtained with the use

of k-values of .09 for box cars and .18 for trailer-carrying

TTX cars, replacing the more con~entional .Q7 and .16,

respectivel v. The estima ted unceutainty for these values in

simila r a pplieations is pI us-or-llinus .02 fo.r TOFC cars and .01

for box cars. The Souther,n Pacific and Santa Fe simUlations

were repeated usinq the neW k-values. The change was also

estima ted for tne Barlinqton Northern reSUlts, based upon

simulation of a representative rUI\. In qeneral. the impact w,as

approximately -4% to -5% for the TOFC runs, +3% for the

low-speed Southern Pacific boxcar trains, and +M' for the Santa

Fe hiqher speed boxcar operations.
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It is to be emphasized that the modified coefficieQts

suqqested here are to be viewed in the context of train

performance simulation and fuel consumption. These equations

may veIl overstate the ac±ual aerodynaaic forces involved, but

therebY compensate for the effects of non-optimal train

operation, povel: braking, speed cycling, vind·, etc. Further,

the validation and calibra tioD carried out here is basically in

terms of fuel used, an d thus does Qot perllit separation of

resistance equations from thermal efficiency of the diesel,

mechanical-to-electrical power conversion efficiency, etc. Any

chanqe in the values assumed for these latter factors would

naturally affect the resistance equation coefficieqts necessary

to match the observed data. For many purposes, such as

sensitivity analyses, the suggested modified values will .ake

no practical difference in the co~clusioDS one reaches.

6.3 conclusions Concerninq Use of the TPS

The TPS is a hiqhly flexible, well documented si.alation

which has been found to provide qenel:ally qood agreement with

actual rail freiqht operations. The TPS must be used and

interpreted with cal:e, as is the case for all attempted

simula tions Of th e real world. The circullstances under which

TPS results (,or those of anY TPcl may be seriously in error, or

at least ma V call for ca ution in use, have been delineated
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above to alert the unwary. However, with these limitatio~s in

mind, the basic accuracy of the TPS appears fully adequate far

many situations in which absolute numbers are needed.

Application to sensitivity ao;al yses shoul.d be appropriate in

aillost any situation for which th.e parameters to be var;i.ed are

included in the basic model. For example, in additio~ to

chanqes in equipment and speed limits, one can address some

types of operatinq policies throuqh specific strategies such as

arti ficall y tailorinq the tractive effort curve. (This vas

done to a pproxima te the "driftinq" mode in sec~ion 4.6:.) In

many situations, simulation ~epresents the only practical aeans

of examininq certain questions_ The fuel or even schedule

implications of chanqes in equipment, operabions, or route lIay

be of substantial importanoe in the aqq~eqate e.q, a fuel

savinq of several percent -- but may alsc be nearly impossible

to demonstrate convincinqly in a limited set of measurements

beset with the uncertainties already described.

There are many situations in which full application of a

maior simulation will represent a hiqh deqree ot overkill. The

several sensitivity analyses found in Section 5 were qenerally

based on simple resistance equations for si~qle cars. This

approach often will vield fully adequate answers co~cerning the

importance tor lack thexeof) to be ascribed to particular

factors. In some cases far simpler or special-purpose
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simulations may be preferable for resolution of a particular

problem.

similarlY, certain applications mav require less precision

in train performance matte~s, but even qreater sophistication

concerninq special aspects. For exaaple, precise simulation of

electrified railroads would require a sUbstantially more

complex locomotive model (includinq atttentiDn to thermal

ratinqs and time constants) and raises questions concerninq

substation locations, line voltaqe drops, etc. Hiqhly accurate

simulation of the dynamic response of the train to braking,

qrades, etc, is more properly accomplished with the Train

Opera tion Simula tiOD developed by the Association of Aaerican

Railroads. However, for the wide ranqe of probleas and

questions for whiCh a train performance calculator is

appropriate, the TPS has been found to be an effective and

acc ura te tool.
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